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Landau level structures and semimetal-semiconductor transition in strained
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Using Burt’s envelope function theory and the scattering matrix method, we investigate the hybridized
electron-hole Landau levels in strained InAs/GaSb quantum wells sandwiched between wide-gap AlSb barrier
layers under electric and a quantizing magnetic fields applied perpendicular to interfaces. At zero magnetic
field, in the structures studied here, the lowest electron level in the InAs layer lies below the highest heavy-hole
level in the GaSb layer. With increasing magnetic field, the electron levels move up and the heavy-hole levels
move down, producing anticrossings and gaps in the Landau level structures. We have found that the Landau
level structures depend strongly on the lattice-mismatched strain and the applied voltage. As a result, in the
region before anticrossings, theg factor of the lowest electron Landau level has a larger value for the quantum
well structure grown on GaSb than that for the structure grown on InAs, while in the region after anticrossings
the situation reverses for theg factor. Under low magnetic field, the difference between the electrong factors
for the structures grown on different substrates is found to be as large as 10 for zero bias and decreases
significantly with increasing bias. When all electron levels become higher than hole levels at high magnetic
fields, the semimetal-semiconductor transition occurs. The critical magnetic fieldBc for the phase transition in
structures grown on InAs is found to be lower than that in structures grown on GaSb. It is also obtained that
a positive voltage biased across the InAs/GaSb well essentially decreasesBc . Therefore, for a fixed magnetic
field, the semimetal-semiconductor transition can be controlled by a bias.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.115319 PACS number~s!: 73.21.Ac, 73.21.Fg
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I. INTRODUCTION

The semimetal-semiconductor phase transition~SSPT! in
InAs/GaSb/AlSb heterostructures has been a subject o
vestigations for more than 20 years.1–21 Going from the
semimetal phase to the semiconducting phase, the bip
conductivity of InAs/GaSb superlattices and InAs/GaS
AlSb quantum wells changes to a unipolar electron cond
tivity. Such an SSPT was studied in the InAs/GaSb sup
lattices with decreasing period.1–3,5,7,18,20 The SSPT was
also observed experimentally and studied theoretically un
high magnetic fields,4,6,8,9,12–14,16,18 as well as in
InAs/AlxGa12xSb quantum wells with an increasing A
concentration.8,15,17 The observation of the SSPT in InAs
GaSb superlattices under hydrostatic pressure was
reported.10 The lattice-mismatched strain can also induce
SSPTs in InAs/GaSb quantum well structures.21 In the
present paper, we investigate the Landau level structure
strained InAs/GaSb quantum wells sandwiched between
AlSb barrier layers, and the SSPT under the influence o
bias across the structures and/or a magnetic field perpen
lar to the interfaces.

In a broken-gap AlSb/InAs/GaSb/AlSb quantum well, t
InAs conduction band overlaps with the GaSb valence ba
as shown in Fig. 1. If the lowest quantized electron leve
the InAs conduction band lies below the highest hole qu
tized level in the GaSb valence band, the electrons from
0163-1829/2004/69~11!/115319~8!/$22.50 69 1153
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GaSb valence band can move to the InAs conduction ba
producing a positive hole charge in the GaSb layer an
negative electron charge in the InAs layer. In this case
parallel transport of both electron gas and hole gas cont
utes to the current in the InAs/GaSb well when an exter
bias is applied parallel to interfaces. This is a semime
phase. An external magnetic field shifts down the hole lev
in the GaSb layer and shifts up the electron levels in the In
layer, eventually driving the electrons from the InAs condu

FIG. 1. Conduction and valence band diagram of the AlSb/In
GaSb/AlSb quantum well structure with a 15-nm InAs layer an
5-nm GaSb layer.
©2004 The American Physical Society19-1
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tion band back to the GaSb valence band. The system is
in a semiconducting phase and exhibits a unipolar elec
conductivity with an electron concentration much less th
that in the semimetal phase.

The Landau level structures and the SSPT in InAs/Ga
superlattices under a magnetic field applied perpendicula
interfaces have been studied theoretically in Refs. 6 an
using the flatband approximation. The same approxima
has also been used to investigate the Landau level struc
in InAs/AlGaSb quantum wells.15 In the present paper, w
will show that the SSPT can be induced by a magnetic fi
and an electric field both applied perpendicular to the in
faces. We will calculate the Landau level structures in InA
GaSb quantum wells, using the Burt envelope funct
theory22 and its application to zinc-blende structures dev
oped by Foreman.23 The scattering matrix method,24 as de-
scribed in Ref. 25, will be employed to obtain the ener
levels in structures with thick InAs layers. In these stru
tures, in the absence of external magnetic and electric fie
the lowest electron quantized level is lower than the high
hole quantized level at zero in-plane wave vector. Recen
such quantum wells have been investigated exp
mentally.12,16,26,27In these quantum wells and similar supe
lattices, anticrossings of electron and hole subbands at
zero in-plane wave vectors cause strong hybridizations of
electron and hole states5,7,11–16,18–21,25–31accompanied by the
appearance of gaps in the in-plane dispersions. Then,
the highest gap conduction-band-like and valence-band-
subbands are formed with positive and negative effec
masses, respectively. This can result in a semiconducting
havior in spite of the formation of a negative charge in t
InAs layer and a positive charge in the GaSb layer. The s
ation changes when a magnetic field is applied, and the s
are characterized by a quantum numbern. In this case, only
the states with the same quantum numbern interact, and
hence similar anticrossings and gaps have been found in
Landau level structures of InAs/GaSb superlattices6,9 and
InAs/AlGaSb quantum wells.15 However, the highest hole
and lowest electron Landau levels have different quan
numbers and do not interact. They cross at some crit
magnetic fieldBc at which no strong hybridization of th
electron and hole levels exists. Then the SSPT occurs.
behavior of the system at the intermediate magnetic fie
(0,B!Bc) is still unclear. Hence, a detailed investigation
necessary to identify the magnetotransport processes.

An important feature in the present paper, as compare
previous works, is the consideration of the lattice-misma
strain effect on the hybridized electron-hole Landau le
structures in broken-gap heterostructures. The strain co
from the lattice mismatch between the InAs/GaSb quan
well and the InAs substrate or the GaSb substrate. It is fo
that the energy level positions in the considered structu
and spin splittings of the levels are sensitive to which s
strate the quantum well is grown on. The use of Burt’s the
for the investigation of the Landau level structures is also
aspect of the present work. We believe that because of
for both sample structures, interesting results are obta
here which are qualitatively different from those in Ref. 1
For example, we have found a strong enhancement of
11531
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spin splitting of the lowest electronlike Landau levels af
anticrossings with the holelike states, and this spin splitt
is much larger than that of the highest holelike Landau lev
at high magnetic fields. We also found that the critical ma
netic field, at which the SSPT occurs, depends on subs
materials. Furthermore, because the normal electric field
duces the overlap between the InAs conduction band and
GaSb valence band, this critical field decreases with incre
ing positive bias voltage applied across the InAs/GaSb qu
tum wells. As a result, the electronlike and holelike sta
approach each other.29 Consequently, at a given magnet
field, a semimetal phase will change to a semiconduct
phase when the electric field increases. In the present pa
we describe our theoretical model in Sec. II, and the met
of calculation in Sec. III. The results and a discussion
given in Sec IV.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

To investigate the peculiarities of the Landau level stru
tures in InAs/GaSb quantum wells, we add the str
Hamiltonian32 to the six-band model described in Ref. 3
which takes into account the electron, light-hole, and hea
hole states. We suppose that the structures are grown a
@001# direction, which will be regarded as thez axis. We take
thex axis to be along@100# and they axis to be along@010#.
Then the resulting total 636 k•p Hamiltonian Ĥ can be
expressed as

Ĥ5ĤK1ĤZ1Ĥe . ~1!

Here ĤK depends on the canonical momentum operat
\K̂ l52 i\]/] l 1ueuAl /c ( l 5x, y, andz), whereAl is the l
component of the vector potential,e is the electronic charge
andc is the speed of light.ĤZ is the Zeeman term andĤe is
the strain Hamiltonian. The matricesĤK and ĤZ are pre-
sented in Ref. 33. They include, as parameters, the sp
variations of the conduction and valence band edgesEc(z)
andEv(z), the magnetic fieldB normal to the interfaces, the
interband momentum matrix elementP, which is supposed to
be a constant value for all layers, and the modified Luttin
parametersg1 , g2, and g3. The Luttinger parameters ar
functions ofz since they depend on the materials of the str
ture.

Since the off-diagonal terms of the strain tensore i j are
equal to zero andexx5eyy ,34 the strain Hamiltonian is rep
resented by a diagonal matrix with elements

Ĥe115Ĥe445ace,

Ĥe225Ĥe555~av2b/2!~exx1eyy!1~av1b!ezz, ~2!

Ĥe335Ĥe665~av1b/2!~exx1eyy!1~av2b!ezz.

Here e5exx1eyy1ezz, ac , av , andb are the deformation
potential constants, and the components of the strain te
are34 exx5eyy5(a02a)/a, ezz522C12exx /C11, wherea0
anda are the lattice constants of the substrate and layer
terials, respectively, andC11 and C12 are the stiffness con
9-2
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stants. The Hamiltonian has been written using a set of b
functions in the same order as in Ref. 33:us1/2,1/2&, up3/2,1/2&,
up3/2,3/2&, us1/2,21/2&, up3/2,21/2&, and up3/2,23/2&. The disper-
sions and wave functions are then obtained using the ei
value equationĤc5Ec, where c5(c1c2c3c4c5c6)T is
the multicomponent envelope function.

Note that we neglect the split-off valence bands beca
the energy levels of hybridized electron-hole states are m
higher than the edge of these bands. We also disregard
linear-in-k terms in the Hamiltonian, Kane’sB parameter, the
interband deformation potential resulting from the lack
inversion symmetry in bulk zinc-blende crystals, and t
spin-orbit interaction terms in the strain Hamiltonian.35,36

This is because the contributions of the related terms to
Hamiltonian are negligibly small.32 The described model dif
fers from those used previously for investigation of the La
dau level structures by taking into account the proper or
of canonical momentum operators and material paramete
ĤK in accordance with Burt’s envelope function theory. Th
is important even for bulk solutions, because the operator
canonical momentum do not mutually commute.

III. SOLUTION OF THE SCHRO¨ DINGER EQUATION

We obtain the solutions for the bulk dispersions and wa
functions similarly to Ref. 33, but taking into account th
difference between second and third Luttinger parame
and the lattice-mismatched strain. Also, the boundary co
tions are formulated to match the wave functions at the
terfaces. To exclude unphysical spurious solutions from
model,23 we disregard quadratic-in-k terms in ĤK11 and
ĤK44. Also, we neglect the termsĤZ11 andĤZ44 in ĤZ as in
Ref. 33. The vector potential is taken in the following form
Ay5Bx and Ax5Az50. Then K̂x52 i ]/]x, K̂y52 i ]/]y

1ueuBx/\c, andK̂z52 i ]/]z5 k̂z .
The conduction band envelopes,c1 and c4, can be ex-

pressed in terms of valence band envelopes similarly to R
33 as

c15~E2Ec2ace!21~A2iPk̂zc2 /A31PK̂1c3

1PK̂2c5 /A3!, ~3!

c45~E2Ec2ace!21~A2iPk̂zc5 /A31PK̂2c6

1PK̂1c2 /A3!, ~4!

whereK̂657 i (K̂x6 iK̂ y)/A2. Accordingly, the 636 matrix
equation forc can reduce to the 434 matrix equation with
vector functionF5(c2c3c5c6)T:

ĤH4F5EF. ~5!

The 434 HamiltonianĤ4, which depends on the energyE,
can be obtained from the HamiltonianĤ by removing the
rows and columns corresponding to the conduction band,
replacingg1 , g2, andg3 with

g185g12Ep@3~E2Ec2ace!#21, ~6a!
11531
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g2,38 5g2,32Ep@6~E2Ec2ace!#21, ~6b!

whereEp52mP2/\2, andm is the free electron mass.
The boundary conditions for the vector functionsF are

formulated by integrating Eq.~5! across the interfaces of th
abrupt heterojunctions.22,23As a result, the vector functionsF
and ĤBF are continuous at the interfaces, whereĤB is a 4
34 matrix with nonzero elements:ĤB115ĤB335GB, ĤB22

5ĤB445FB, ĤB125SB1 , ĤB345SB2 , ĤB135TB2 ,
ĤB315TB1 , ĤB215CB2 , andĤB435CB1 , where

GB52
\2

2m
~2g281g18!k̂z ,

FB5
\2

2m
~2g282g18!k̂z ,

SB65
\2

m
A6ig38K̂61

iA2

A3
N2K̂6 , ~7!

CB65
iA2

A3
N2K̂6 ,

TB652iA2S \2

2m
g381

N2

3 D K̂6 .

In Eq. ~7!, N252(\2/2m)(g1822g2811). Neglecting the

warping terms inĤK26, ĤK35, ĤK62, andĤK53, which are
proportional tog22g3 as in Ref. 15, a solution for the en
velope functions can be found in terms of a finite number
harmonic oscillator functions f n(x8), where f n(x8)5
exp(2qx82/2)Hn(Aqx8), for n50,1,2, . . . Hn(t) is the Her-
mite polynomial and x85x2x0 with x052ky /q, q
5ueuB/(\c). f n(x8)50 for n,0. The resulting multicom-
ponent envelope function for each bulk state can be writ
in the following form:

c (n)5S C1f n~x8!

C2f n~x8!

C3f n21~x8!

C4f n11~x8!

C5f n11~x8!

C6f n12~x8!

D 3exp~ ikyy1 ikzz!, ~8!

where the coefficientsCi determine the contribution of the
corresponding Landau states to the total wave function.
values ofkz as well as the coefficientsCi , i 51,2, . . . ,6 for
a given energyE are independent ofx0 and can be obtained
similarly to Ref. 33. If n522, only one heavy-hole stat
with n5n1250 and spins521/2 makes a contribution to
wave function~8!. Forn521, the electron~light-hole! state
of index n5n1150 and the heavy-hole state of indexn
5n1251 with spins opposite to the magnetic field dire
tion are included in the solution. Five components enter
solution forn50: two electron~light-hole! states of indices
9-3
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n5n50 andn5n1151 with spins along and opposite t
the magnetic field direction and the heavy-hole state of in
n5n1252 with spin s521/2. If n>1, the contributions
to the solution are from two electron~light-hole! states of
indices n and n11 with spins along and opposite to th
magnetic field and two heavy-hole states of indicesn21 and
n12 with opposite spins.

We use the stepwise constant approximation for the
tential distribution to obtain the solution of the Schro¨dinger
equation employing the scattering matrix method, as
scribed in Ref. 25. In each sublayer, the wave function
composed of all bulk states for a given quantum numben,
energyE, andx0. The boundary conditions are then used
match the wave functions at the interfaces between sub
ers. In accordance with these boundary conditions, the m
ing of the states at the interfaces occurs only for a giv
quantum numbern so that we can solve the eigenvalue pro
lem for each quantum numbern one by one. Ifn522, only
one heavy-hole state with spins521/2 exists, and the scat
tering matrix is a 232 matrix. For n521, n50, and n
>1 we have a 434, a 636, and 838 matrices because o
the mixing at the interfaces of two, three, and four bu
states, respectively.33 The employment of the scattering m
trix algorithm, which has been shown to be more nume
cally stable than the conventional transfer matrix meth
allows us to investigate the Landau level structures in th
InAs/GaSb broken-gap quantum wells. The details of cal
lation algorithm are presented in the Appendix.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To calculate the energy levels in the quantum wells un
quantizing magnetic fields normal to the interfaces, fro
Ref. 30 we take parameters such as the energy gaps
Luttinger parameters, the lattice constants, and the con
tion and valence band offsets for the unstrained heteroju
tions. The deformation potentials and the stiffness const
are taken from Ref. 37. The interband momentum ma
elementP is obtained according to the InAs electron effe
tive mass, which is 0.023m. The quantum well structure
grown on InAs and GaSb are considered. In the first case
GaSb layer of the well is strained. Because of this, the e
of the heavy-hole valence band shifts upwards by 0.019
and the edge of the light-hole band shifts downwards
0.029 eV. In the quantum well structure grown on GaSb,
InAs layer of the well is strained and the conduction ba
edge shifts by20.029 eV. The lattice-mismatched stra
also changes the subband dispersions in the absence of
netic fields.20,21 This results in the modification of the Lan
dau level structures.

In Fig. 2, we show the Landau level structures for t
InAs/GaSb quantum wells with a 15-nm InAs layer and
5-nm GaSb layer under flatband conditions. Panel~a! is for
the quantum well structure grown on the InAs substra
while panel~b! is for that grown on the GaSb substrate. T
InAs conduction band edge in the absence of strain is ta
as the energy reference. Levels of three subbands resu
from spatial quantization are shown in each panel of Fig
The states of these subbands at zero magnetic field ar
11531
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beled as 1hh and 2hh for the first and second heavy-h
subbands and 1e for the first electron subband. The electro
level atB50 is lower than the 1hh level in each panel of F
2. At nonzero magnetic fields each level splits into a num
of levels due to the formation of Landau levels and the Z
man effect, which is responsible for the spin splitting. W
show the electron and hole Landau levels for four quant
numbers:n522, 21, 0, and 1, which are indicated in Fig
2. Forn522, only one 1hh level and one 2hh level with
Landau level indexn50 and spins521/2 exist in each of
the considered quantum well structures. Forn521, we
have a 1hh level and a 2hh level withn51 and spins oppo-
site to the magnetic field direction. There also exists ae
level with spins'21/2 andn50. Forn50, there are two
1e levels ofn50 and 1 with spins along and opposite to t
magnetic field and heavy-hole states of indexn52 and
s'21/2. Forn51, we have two 1e states ofn51 and 2
with opposite spins and heavy-hole states ofn50 with s
'1/2 andn53 with s'21/2.

FIG. 2. Landau level structures for the AlSb/InAs/GaSb/AlS
quantum well with a 15-nm InAs layer and a 5-nm GaSb lay
grown on~a! the InAs substrate and~b! the GaSb substrate at zer
electric field.
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With the magnetic field increasing, the electron lev
move upward while the 1hh levels move downward. The 2
level of index n50 with spin s521/2 moves downward
while the other 2hh levels move upward. This difference c
be explained by the mixing of the heavy-hole states with
electron~light-hole! states for nonzero magnetic fields. Th
2hh state of indexn50 and s521/2 does not mix with
other states so that its behavior is typical for the hole sta
At some nonzero magnetic fields the 1e levels anticross with
the 1hh levels of the same quantum numbern. This produces
gaps in the Landau level structures of the wells both gro
on InAs and on GaSb. As shown in Fig. 2, different stra
conditions@in panel~a! the GaSb layer is strained while i
panel~b! the InAs layer is strained# result in different Landau
level positions. Comparing the results presented in pane~a!
and panel~b!, we can conclude that the neglect of lattic
mismatched strain can produce an error of the order of
meV in Landau level positions. It should be noted that
band-bending caused by charge accumulation in the quan
wells can also produce the shifts in the energy level po
tions. Such shifts are of the order of 10 meV in the abse
of magnetic fields5,19 for the structures where the electro
and hole charges result only from the carrier transfer thro
the InAs/GaSb interface. However, they can be considera
reduced in realistic structures with the donor and acce
impurities or defects, whose charges compensate the n
tive electron charge in InAs and the positive hole charge
GaSb.

Let us consider the lowest electron-like levels before a
after anticrossings in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. The 1e state ofn
50 and spin along the magnetic field is the lowest st
before the anticrossing in each panel. It anticrosses with
1hh-like state ofn52 and spins'21/2, which in turn an-
ticrosses at lower magnetic fields with the 1e state ofn51
and spins'21/2. The latter state eventually becomes t
lowest electronlike state ofn50 ands'1/2 after two anti-
crossings. The 1e state ofn50 ands'21/2 is the second
lowest state at low magnetic fields in each panel of Fig. 2
is slightly higher than the corresponding state withs'1/2.
This state anticrosses with the 1hh state ofn51 and spins
'21/2 which become the electronliken50 ands521/2
after anticrossing in each figure. It can be clearly seen
the spin splitting between the states of the Landau level
dex n50 is more significant in Fig. 2~b! than in Fig. 2~a!
before anticrossings and vice versa after anticrossings.
spin splitting of the next Landau levels ofn51 is negligible
at low magnetic fields, but becomes noticeable at hig
magnetic fields after the anticrossings. It is greater for
structure grown on InAs than for the structure grown
GaSb. It should be noted that the spin splitting of the h
levels of indexn50 after the anticrossings with the electro
like states is greater in panel~b! than in panel~a!. Contrary
to the results presented in Ref. 15 for a similar structure,
much less than the spin splitting of the electron levels of
same Landau level index. Also, unlike Ref. 15, the lat
considerably enlarges after anticrossings with the hole sta

A positive voltage bias applied across the InAs/Ga
quantum well causes shifts in the positions of the electr
like and the heavy-hole-like energy levels. As a result,
11531
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separation between the 1e level and the 1hh level at zer
magnetic field decreases. This can be clearly seen from
3, where we show the Landau levels of the quantum w
structures identical to those for Fig. 2 except under an e
tric field uEu525 kV/cm. Similarly, panel~a! in this figure is
for the structure grown on InAs and panel~b! is for the
structure grown on GaSb. We suppose that the reference
energy is at the conduction band edge of the left boundary~at
z50, see Fig. 1! of the InAs layer. Since at zero bias th
highest heavy-hole-like Landau level is above the low
electronlike Landau level at magnetic fields up to 25 T~see
Fig. 2!, the electron-hole system in such situations is in
semimetal phase at sufficiently high magnetic fields, wh
electrons in the InAs layer can coexist with holes in t
GaSb layer. This means that the critical magnetic fieldBc , at
which the SSPT occurs, is higher than 25 T atE50. The
critical magnetic field decreases with the voltage increas
It reduces approximately to 20 T for the structure grown
InAs for uEu525 kV/cm, and approximately to 21.5 T for th
structure grown on GaSb under the same bias voltage

FIG. 3. Landau level structures for the AlSb/InAs/GaSb/AlS
quantum well with a 15-nm InAs layer and a 5-nm GaSb lay
grown on~a! the InAs substrate and~b! the GaSb substrate at th
electric fielduEu525 kV/cm.
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uEu535 kV/cm,Bc decreases approximately to 15.5 T for t
structure grown on InAs and approximately to 16.5 T for t
quantum well grown on GaSb, as our calculations show.
B.Bc , the highest heavy-hole-like level is below the lowe
electronlike level and accordingly, the system is in a se
conducting phase. As the Landau level structures show, f
sufficiently high magnetic field, the semimetal phase aE
50 can change to a semiconducting phase with the nor
electric field increasing. A phase transition can also occu
a given electric field but with the magnetic field increasin
as can be seen from Fig. 3. Note that, in the structures w
thick AlSb barriers only a small fraction of the total bia
drops across the InAs and GaSb layers, which decreases
the increase of carrier concentrations in the well due to
screening of external electric field. This results in less p
nounced shifts of the electron and hole levels towards e
other with the external electric field.29 On the other hand, the
negative electron charge in InAs and the positive hole cha
in GaSb produce the band-bendings which reduce the s
ration between the 1hh and 1e levels at zero bias.5,19 A self-
consistent calculation is required to clarify the resultant
fluence of these two effects on level positions andBc .

Finally, in Fig. 4 we present the results for the effectiveg
factors calculated for the lowest electron and the highest h
states of Landau level indexn50. We define g
5DE/(mBB), whereDE is the energy separation betwee
the spin-up and spin-down electronlike~holelike! states and
mB is the Bohr magneton. Note that both the Zeeman ef
and the Rashba effect contribute to the so-definedg factors.
Panels~a! and ~b! in Fig. 4 correspond toE50 and uEu
525 kV/cm, respectively. Curves 1 and 2 in each panel
flect the variations of the heavy-hole effectiveg-factors with
the magnetic field for the quantum well structures grown
InAs and GaSb, respectively. The variations of the cor
sponding electron effectiveg-factors are represented b
curves 3 and 4. This is interesting that the hole effectivg
factor oscillates with the magnetic field because of multi
anticrossings of electron and hole levels. Also, it changes
sign several times. The positions of maxima and minima
the holeg factor shift to lower magnetic fields with the ap
plied bias increasing, because of the changes in the posi
of the electron-hole level anticrossings. The effectiveg factor
of holes at high magnetic fields is positive and does
depend essentially on the voltage across the quantum w
Its value is greater for the structure grown on GaSb than
the structure grown on InAs. The effectiveg factor of elec-
trons is always negative as in a bulk InAs and its abso
value has the maxima atB'0 and at the point of the anti
crossing with the hole states. Since the positions of the a
crossings vary with the bias, the effectiveg factor also de-
pends on the bias. The difference between the elec
effectiveg factors in structures grown on InAs and on Ga
can be as large as 10 at low magnetic fields forE50, but it
becomes very small foruEu525 kV/cm, as can be seen i
Fig. 4.

The variations in the Landau level positions and in t
spin splitting of the Landau levels in structures with differe
strains can be detected in cyclotron resonance and ma
totransport measurements.2,8,9,16,17,26,27The spin-splitting re-
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sults in additional regions of zero magnetoresistance, the
sitions of which depend on the lattice-mismatched strain
the applied voltage. The values of critical magnetic fieldBc
for structures under different growth conditions can be fou
by reducing to zero of carrier~hole! concentration with in-
creasingB. However, so-obtained values ofBc are less than
those at which the lowest electron level crosses the hig
hole level when the excess of electrons exists.8,12,16,26,27The
effect of lattice-mismatched strain on the spin splitting
levels and critical magnetic fields, to our best knowledge,
not yet been investigated experimentally, although some
tailed investigations of the dependence ofBc on the structure
parameters for InAs/AlxGa12xSb quantum wells and InAs
GaSb superlattices at zero bias were carried out in Ref
and 9. The obtained valuesBc'40 T for structures with lay-
ers of different thicknesses9 are in a satisfactory agreeme

FIG. 4. Dependencies of the electron and hole effectiveg factors
in the AlSb/InAs/GaSb/AlSb quantum wells on the magnetic field
~a! zero electric field and~b! the electric field uEu525 kV/cm.
Curves 1 and 2 in each panel are for the effectiveg factors of heavy
holes in the structures grown on InAs and GaSb, respectiv
Curves 3 and 4 are for the effectiveg factors of electrons in the
structures grown on InAs and GaSb, respectively.
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with the value found here~about 30 T!. Some discrepancy
can be due to the heavy-hole effective mass anisotropy in
plane of the structure neglected in the present work. T
values ofBc for InAs/AlxGa12xSb quantum wells with the
15-nm InAs layer8 for x50.2 and 0.1 (Bc55 and 14 T,
respectively! are also in agreement with our predictions ta
ing into account the dependence ofBc on x. The investiga-
tion of InAs/GaSb quantum wells both under magnetic a
electric fields,12,16,26,27showed a decrease ofBc to 4 T for the
structure with 30-nm InAs and 15-nm GaSb layers separa
by a 5-nm AlSb layer at the external electric fielduEu
'140 kV/cm,16 which was considerably screened by carrie
in the well.~Our model givesBc54 T at uEu;80 kV/cm for
the parameters described above.! On the other hand, the hol
concentration was found negligibly small at the positive vo
ages across the thinner layer structure,12,26 because of very
high electron concentrations.

In summary, we have applied the scattering mat
method and Burt’s envelope function theory for investigat
of the electronic band structures of InAs/GaSb quant
wells under the magnetic and the electric fields perpendic
to the interfaces. The quantum well structures grown on In
and GaSb have been investigated taking into account
lattice-mismatched strain. The Landau level positions and
spin splitting of Landau levels are found to be sensitive
the lattice-mismatched strain and the applied voltage.
have found that the spin splitting of the lowest electron le
els is larger for the structure grown on InAs than that for
structure grown on GaSb at high magnetic fields. The s
splitting of the highest hole levels of indexn50 is greater
for the structure grown on GaSb than for the structure gro
on InAs and is much less than that of the electron levels
high magnetic fields in the model used. We have shown
the positive voltage bias across the InAs/GaSb quantum
can reduce the critical magnetic fieldBc of the SSPT. The
critical field Bc is slightly higher for the structure grown o
GaSb than grown on InAs. We have also found that fo
given magnetic field the SSPT can be conditioned by
positive bias across the InAs/GaSb quantum wells.
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APPENDIX

In accordance with Eq.~8!, the envelope functionF in the
l th layer can be written as

F5exp~ ikyy!(
j 51

m

@aj
( l )exp@ ikz, j

( l )~z2zl 21!#h1 j
( l ) 1bj

( l )

3exp@2 ikz, j
( l )~z2zl !#h2 j

( l ) #, ~A1!

wherem54 for n>1, m53, 2, and 1 forn50, 21, and
22, andzl 21 and zl are thez coordinates of the left and
11531
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right boundaries of thel th layer. The coefficientsaj
( l ) and

bj
( l ) , respectively, are for the forward and the backwa

waves in thel th layer. The vector functionsh6 j
( l ) for the for-

ward and the backward waves are defined as

@e6 j 1f n~x8!e6 j 2f n21~x8!e6 j 3f n11~x8!e6 j 4f n12~x8!#T,

and the vectorse6 j are obtained from the corresponding ve
tors C in Eq. ~8! by deletingC1 andC4. We sete6 jk50, if
the corresponding harmonic oscillator function is zero. Th
the coefficients for two neighboring layers can be connec
by a transfer matrix

M ( l 11)5S D ( l )21 0

0 I D M̄ ( l 11)S I 0

0 D ( l 11)D ~A2!

as

S a( l )

b( l )D 5M ( l 11)S a( l 11)

b( l 11)D , ~A3!

where I is the m3m identity matrix, andD ( l ) is an m3m
diagonal matrix with the elementsDi j

( l )5d i j exp@ikz,j
(l)(zl

2zl21)#. The (2m)3(2m) nonsingular matrixM̄ ( l 11) can be
expressed as

M̄ ( l 11)5S e1
( l ) e2

( l )

f1
( l ) f2

( l ) D 21S e1
( l 11) e2

( l 11)

f1
( l 11) f2

( l 11) D , ~A4!

where for m54, e6
( l )5(e61

( l ) e62
( l ) e63

( l ) e64
( l )

) and f6
( l )

5(f61
( l ) f62

( l ) f63
( l ) f64

( l )
), f6 j

( l ) 5ĤBe6 j
( l ) . In operatorĤB , k̂z is re-

placed by6kz, j
( l ) for the forward and the backward wave

respectively, the operatorK̂1 is replaced byAq/2, and the
operatorK̂2 in TB2 , CB2 , and SB2 is replaced by 2(n
11)Aq/2, 2nAq/2, and 2(n12)Aq/2, respectively in ac-
cordance with the definition off n(x8) in Sec. III. However,
operators are replaced by zero, if they are applied to a
monic oscillator function equal to zero. Form53, 2, and 1
the matricese6

( l ) , and f6
( l ) are formed by 3, 2, and 1 vector

e6 j
( l ) and f6 j

( l ) with zero components removed. In this way w
obtain the 838, 636, 434, and 232 transfer matrices for
quantum numbersn>1, n50, n521, andn522, respec-
tively. These matrices depend on the lattice-mismatc
strain because the strain influences both the bulk solution
each layer and the boundary conditions. Using the obtai
transfer matrices, we calculate, as in Refs. 24 and 25,
scattering matricesS( l ,k), defined as

S a(k)

b( l ) D 5S~ l ,k!S a( l )

b(k)D . ~A5!

In Eq. ~A5! indices l and k correspond to thel th and kth
layers. The dispersions in the quantum well are then sol
using the equation25

uI 2S21~ l ,N!S12~1,l !u50, ~A6!

where the left barrier layer is the first layer and the rig
barrier layer is theNth layer, 1, l ,N, Si j ( l ,k) is the m
3m submatrix of the corresponding scattering matrix.
9-7
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